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0,--Networking in Higher Education: A Stateide Plan

Thomas G. Braun --

Coordinator of InforiiatiOn and Data ystems
Kentucky Coundil onTublic Higher E ucation

0

As we move into the second half of the deCade of ti 70's, a bit ofT

reflection over the past five yedrs'brings a'realization'that some-rather.
significant changes in traditional viewpoints have occurred Our political
structure is undergoing a close scrutiny with, no doubt, substaritiarchanges
as the result.. Our economy has caused many past'economic theories to. be
questioned. Social values have changed-tignificantly creating more demands/
on tax dollars for services.

PerhapSAII.of the upheaval we are experiencing has placedan emphasiS I

on cost consciousness or accountability particularly.in those tax'sup-
ported areas such as public higher education. Suddenly. the education coffers

that in he 60's were fil on request, now require some rather sub-
-Stantia justificatio before funding is made available. All facets of

education have egun to feel the. pinch and an effort to better
utilize resources has come a way of life for tax supported institutions.

One phenomenon tha appears to be developing into a trend in higher
education is toward centr 'nation in the;governance"of higher education.
This is manifest through the ablishment of strongStatewide governing
boards or through the strengthening of statewide/coordinating agepcies.
One needs only to review the events of the past te)i years to realize the
effort toward centralization is nationwide Ascope. This is not the
forum to debate the pros and cons of th,ls movement.' Rather if we can
assume this trend, it can be viewed as the foundationfor much of-what
is happening in higher education today with regard to the acquisition
and use'of.computers;

Central COordinatiO of Computing
i

A primary concern of the central coordinating bodyifor computing is
to assure access t computing services to all regardless of the size and
financial capacity of a particular institution. If all institutions were
identical in size,, role and scope,. and financial. ability one might con-
clude 'that 11 partiCular computer could be loCated.on each campus too serve
that institution's requirements; however, the hardware requirements for
.providing computer services are not necessarily the major constraint,
partiOlarly as the cost of hardware continues to decline:'

. .

r
e'In most instances the' major`` is.to provide adequate staff to

maintain the ielLeiand diversities of computing services required of an
educational in*titution.

There seems to be a great dea0Of logic, in the sharing of computer
expertite through statewide coordination as there is in the sharing of



hardwaret Although most of the networks currently in.operationwere
.developed around the concept of hardware sharing., to better utilize
scarce resourees, a secondarybenefit which may:become-the primary
.benefit is that of sharing knowledge. Any efforts toward coordination
of.computing should.address both the hardware and human elements associ-
atqd with providing the service.

;reward a Pran for Computing Services

The statewide coordinating body for public higher. education in
Kentucky is the Council on Public Higher Education. That agency is_
responsible fer the development of a long range master'plan for higher-.
education in the state. .

.A

A number of task groups were establis,hed by the Council and directed

to develop-five-year plans for various segments of higher education, one
of those being the plan for providing computing services to the higher
education community. These -task groups were composed, of representatives
from each of the eight institutions of publit higher education and a
representative of the private sector. Specifically the charge to the

Computing Services Policy Committee was:
13

To investigate, valuate, and recommend alternatives
to provide optimum services to all institutions in

system of public higher education. Further, to
develop and maintain a ma ter plan for computing
services ii higher ed 4on.with at least a five
year projection of

.
.

Perhaps an added incentive td hurry along the development of the

Kentucky plan was the realignment of the computing resource in state

government. The state-agencies were experiencing the throes of hardware

centralization. Rumors-abounded that higher,edUcation,Would be assimi-

lated,along with state government. One can itagine the distress.whic

accompanied that thought. Certainly, the very threat of such a mer
crpqed an enthusiasm which. greatly facilitated the development b rthe

computing plan for higher education.

Philosophical Basis for Providing Computing Services

The initial premise from which the plan is to be generated is

that access to computing and its accouterments should be a right

rather than a-priviledge and should be available equally to all,members

of the higheT education community from the smallest-community college

to the largest multi-campus university. At this time there are varying

degrees of computing capacity available from iinstitution to institution.

The'Council on Public Higher.Education recognized the need for a plan

) to distribute computing resources better and to assure tht most efficient

,f and effective utilization of those computing resources, as possible, given

certain practical constraints.

2
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1,)
In addition, it is essential that planning "and development'efforts

for computing come from wiihin7the higher educ4tion community with full

participation by institutional representativesrather than have policies
imposed by external agencies which do not have the advantage of a deep
understanding of the needs of higherLeducation.

Institutional autonomy would be maintained if the indiVidual in-
stitutions haVea'high level ofparticipation in'the policy Making pro-

'cess. In essience 'perhaps the overall one advantage to concentration of.
computing efortS would be the,development of a strong working relation-
'ship among the institUtiOnswhiChcould pave the way for additional pro-
jects in other areas.

The overall adv antages which should be realized from a centralized '.
focus on the computing resource are:

1. Economies of scale in-terms of 'hardware ancriedhnicalexpertise
required to,upport the hardware.

A focal point for the concentration of expertise to develop
computer applications which are capable of servicing the en-
tir higher education community.

A standardization of procedUres which generate data for use
in comparative analysis and other analytical activities.

A. sharing of ideas and conceptual designs for computer.use
which assures the least member the advantages of tbe largest
institution.

S. A better rapport could develop among the institutions-and
CPHE through this particular activity,

N

6. Substitute for the "institutional prestige concept" of having,
the largest computer by the concept of being the most effective
user of the computing resource.

7. Trovide computing where it is needeegardless of the in-/
stitution's size.

/The Plan

After long delibe4tion, the Computing Services Policy Committee

I

s

3

.

As the expanded use of computing perVades the various sectbr of the

ipstitUtions, it is expected.that significant adjustments to type of°
-.... -

c mputing services requited at the institution will occur, Each time.a w---).,

ajor request for hardware is submitted or needs fer computer se-vices
roposed, the effect on thertotal needs for higher education sh ld be

Te

valuated and as many alternatives as practical reviewed before/reaching
la decision.
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adopted a_set of assumptions regarded as basic t the deVelopment of a
.five-year plan for computing services to publid igber education in
KentudIy: be.ten assumption's are that:

1, the role of computing services in higher education will be
an ever-indreasing one during the-.ne five7y4r7Period.

CoMputing services. as herein used in lades 'adequate hard-
.

ware, sOftware'and personnel support..
"-$v

2. the development computing servic s in higher education
will be requir to compete 'with Ot er elements pf higher
education in a context of greater f scal restraint.-

y

3. while the greatpet application of 'omputing services in
higher education. in the past has b'-en in the areas of
research andadministration, in t e next five years;relL
atively greater eMphasis for expa sion will occur in-the
areas of computer-aided instruction and computer -.related

instruction.

1 4. The.rolef.of compu ing services higher educationalnsti-
tutions will con inue to be that of service to programs in
the following ge eral, areas:

. Administration
bti Computer-related instructi n
c. Computer-aSsisted instruction
d. Research

5. Institutionswill vary in the etermination of needs for
computing services in these a eas, depending, in part,
upon the tole and scope of each institution.

6. Computing services necessary to meet the needs of higher
educational institutions wil require the availability\of
a wi e range of computer facilities determined by the com-
1 ity of the programs. and the response time necessary in

Operations.

much ene it will accrue rom progress in,systems develop-
ment, an that emphasiS m st be placed on coordination of
such dev lopment between and among institutions.

8. Additional computing ser ices required by the institutions
of higher education and other institutions will be made
availa le from the following:

on of on-chmpus computer facilitiesa. xpansi
b. nstitutional cooperative arrangements including com-

puterputer networks.
,
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9. Any systemlo computing service for 'higher education ins

- Kentucky will have various int *faces with domputinr'ser-,

vices external to the state.

e
.

.

.

10.\ In ordervto achieve suotess1101 implementation, any .systen
4of-computing .services:for higheT edncation must be user-

..oriented,in it PhileSophy.
5

PRINCIPLES

Colleges and universities are complex' institutiOns, ,the administra-

tion of which is becoming increasingly dependent upon computing services.

While a plan which does not provide adequately'for adMinistrative data

protessing would be incomplete, and unrealistic, ft is recognized that
education is the:primary mission and function of the institutions in-

volved. Accordingly, increasing demands*.for administrative computing
must not be permitted to. compromise the tppli4tion of computing ser-

vices on behalf.of instruction and research. i

Computing ,should not be\csiewed as a technology independent of the.

.acadeMU programs.which it services. The focus of this plan is computing

services - not computing hardware. ...24bcause of the dynamic involvement
.Au

of computing in teaching and research, decisions r
1

egarding computing .

, .
services are decision's directly involVinAkacademic "programs. Thus, such

.
decisions should be based on the input air academic person el and not made

independently by agencies.external to a given institution.. To do so

would be to dictate academic policies and programs. !A

ft. is expected-that diversity will charaq.eri'ze tha,utilization#f
computing services by the various.collegds and universities of the state.

While uniform standards resultidg,from cooperative .endeavors can be use-

ful, efforts to impose arbitrary Standardization and' uniformity should be

resisted.. Instruction and research are dynamic processes which should be

e gaged in constant development and change. A system of computing serY
v Ces in support of these processes should encourage chanige and.be .

re poftsive to it. Several profeSsiorial societies have recommended that.

ad uacy,of computing facilities become part of the criteria' for

acc edltation. Such prosptct is realistic, and it is timely to .anticipate
it n w. --0

Computing is vbewed as a key element in the future'of higher educa-
tion and one which will require heavy financial support of increasing

magnitude,. It is an overriding principle that individually and col-.

lettively'the institutions of the state will enjoy the best computing
services at the most desirable lost if.they pursue a course of coordina-

tion and cooperation. This plan speaks to an approach and mechanism for
coordination and cooperation based on the premise that both can be achieved

.without compromising our institutions' quest of their self-determined goals.

Coordination and cooperation imply sharing of. computer hSrdware, soft-

ware and expertise. Sharing in computing implies a network teohtiically

-239-



linking diverge computer facilities in separate locations and an organi-
zational structure for managing participation. A principDe'of partici-
pation is that a41 institutions should be provided equal oppoitunity of
access to computing services which are responsiVe to their needs at a
feasible cost-., Clearly implied is the expectation, that a portion of an
inVitutioni,s needs will be met locally, through the use of hardware

"which, -may be linked to other facilities or may be independent of any net-
.,. work. To be successful any plan for computing for higher education must

be charactbrized as being user oriented.

.
As mentioned edrlier, the traditional approach to providing computer

services whereby each institution continues the present process of in-
dependently developing' its own solutions, is no longer viewed as viable.
The contemporary approach of collective development and a sharing of re,
sources through networking is the approach which is recommended. Net-
working haS beenreferred to as the single most important idea in tom-
putingifor public higher education which has evolved in the last five
years.

^

Two basic forms of, networks have been described, - centralized' and
distributed. Whiles both are technically feasible and each has certain
advantages, they represent disparate philosophies for the provision of
computer services. The assumptions of the Computing Services Policy
Committee unmistakably imply a distributed network..

. .

In the process of developing a network, the question arisos'as to
whether there should be a commitment to either a homogeneous or,a heter-
ogeneous approach. A homogeneous network requires the_nodal computers
to be at least of the samebrand, a heterogeneous network, different
brands. The subscription of the same brand presents the disadvantages
of possible loss of initiative, build up of inertia and _reliance on a
particular.vendor. The major advantages of a heterogeneous network are
the freedom to select the4best hardware and the ability to capitalize
on and preserve the unique'resourtes at each node. This latter aspect
is' particularly attracti &because it permits institutional diversity'
which in many instances the key in bringing' aboutleducetional in-
novation and experimentati ft. Inoan advanced stage of development, load
balancing may be effected in a distributed network. This feature can be ,

very usefuin easing the pea loads among the institirtions 'having
different academic calendars,. ifferent daytime and evening programs re-
quiring computing resources a as backup to each other. In view of the

,rapid decrease of the cost of terminals and switching computers, message
switching has become increasingly competitive3 with pure circuit switching;
the method usually touted as one of the major advantageg of a homo- "

geneoUs network. The principle is therefore advanced that a commitment
to a homogeneous network should not be made. While a heterogeneous net-
work need not be viewed'as a necessary goal, it is the considered ap-
proach of choice. ,

One conspicuous characteristic of computing in the educationa
envirobment is the existence of a multitude of direct users whose demands
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span_the entire spectrum of sophistication. For interactive on-line

responsive syStems, McKenney4 reported the taxonomKof users and their

varying degrees of sophisticati'in applying computingservices.

Another characteristic 'of acadetie computing is the relatively smarm

and simple demand on computing resources by the majprtty of users.

Empirical. results tend to uPhold the contention that 80% of the users

use 20% of the computing resources. This-majority is populated pre-

dominantly by ,users at the lower' en' of the spectrum of sophistication

and almOst all their demands can be satisfied by computers of nominal

capability. There exists a hierarchy of users as well as a hieraray

of computer hardware. If the principle.of "Matching tools to tasks"

is applied. to academic computing, it would be reasonable' an4 even ef-

fective to use computers of varying capabilities' to meet the different

needs. Indeed this has been the experieAce in many-universities.

Taking all faFtors together, the concept of hierarchical computing is

considered to be a viable alternative not:only because it is logically

sound but, ith proper implementation, can also.be cost effectiVe.
,

The above remarks deserve extensive elaboration in order to fully.

document the basis for the committee's views'on networking. However,

for the purposes of the plan, the recommendation is advanced that a

heterogeneous, hierarchical, distrOuted network constitutes the best

alternative td achieve the long-range goal of providing computihg re-

sources for the institutions of higher education in the Commonwealth.

It is recognizedithat specialized computing needs exist in Kentucky's

universities; Laboratory experimentation on computers in the engineering

and computer science orogram's and process control related studies in

natural and applied sciences are examples of special purpose application.

Perhaps the most impressive examples can be found, in the university

teaching hospitals where the application of computers to patient care

related systems is assuming ever increasing importance.' Such needs

can best be satisfied on an individual basis. Computers dedicated to

patient care related activities, and involved in other special applica-

tion are clearly justified hardware requirements and'the linking of such

computers to a distributed network should not be mandatory.

' While a network for public'higher education in Kentucky is the

primary focus of the plan, the possibility and perhaps the desirability

of providing service to private institutions of the state should not be

overlooked, From the technical standpoint, them is no reason why such

services. could not be provided. One of the important long range

advantages of a distributed' network serving thb institutions of Kentucky

is the potential. for linking Kentucky's network into other state, regional,

national, and international systems.

.

As the CoUncil on 'Publi.c Higher Education discharges its coordinating

function, policies and actions should reflec. an awareness that cost

effectiveness of hardware utilization cannot b the primary criterionby

which proposals for computing facilitie d p ograms are judged. Re=

search and development, a characteristi her education, is rarely



-

".

a .

. ''
.

cost effectiive)in andf itself. Impact, of proposed changes in hardware,
:, * ,

software and systeMs should be analyzed in terms of the, speciip pro-
gramsef institutions-.rnyolved. These resources may be only a Small .

-portion of the total resdurces appUed in the implementation ofprograms.
.FreqUently ignered,ii the, cost :or 'Valueef faculty time invested in
program development or the cenSequences to students of diSrupted or
delayed educational experience .

., a, .

tr
, . .

The state of the art in 1 tworking among educational institutions 10...

is §till in the stage of deyelo ent. At present, thelimitation is not
. technical capacity, but feasibility of cost and creditabilityef manages

ment alternatives..,ThO.ultimate in coordination and cooperation through
networking will not be achieved in'Kentucky in a span offivdyears. A
step-wise approach of,evolutiou is:.both practical and desirable.'

1

. "'Iv' .

--
.- .

To achieve a user-lervices network, there
.

Will be required a
considerhble change inVdttitUdes within and among institutions in the
state, the Council on PuBlid Higher Education, and state government.
Major problems to be overcome are, organizational, political and economic
in nature, r Cher than techniial.- Progress will be measured by the
'degree of tr st which,gan be placed' in the motives,and niethods of thOse
who control he implementation of the plan and by the good faith ex-

hibited by these who participate,.
;

POLICIES

A number of policies will he required to direct the OevelopOlvt of.
computing services for public higher education Over the next five years.

The policies should address SUch items as; the protection of on =going
.programs; the preservation, of the hierarchical network of machines; .

economics of scale; financial suppor; institutional priorities and
standards; impadt of proliosed changes in hardware, goftWare and systems;
and the expertise needed to provide the services both at the computer
site and the local user site..

ORGANIZATION'

Of major importance to the future of computing for higher education
is the organizational structure which is applied.to the implementation
'and management of the Kentucky Educational Computer. Network (KECNET). A
system as complex as the one recommended in this. plan will not function
on an ad hoc basis in the absence of strong directiOn. TWo principles
must be satisfied by any management scheme. First, management authority
must reside in one individual who will be responsible-for day to day .

managemenli and responsive to users' request for cssistance. Second, the
promulgation of rules and regulations under broader Council policy and
the authority'of adjudication between uiersipst reside in a body com-
priseclof representatives of all institutioN1 users. ,Fiscal polidy
and. budget recommendations will originate. in' the governing body whqe .
fiscal management will residowith the ma0ger.

4
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Under the auspices "of7the Council on Pobliic Higher Edup tion, a
KontuckyEducational Computer Board, (KECOMB) was'organized' sji
permanent agent to manage the KECNET. Under KECOMB;, there a e'three

.. prganisms: Committee of Computer Center Directors, KECNET,(ind Univer-:
sity Users Group. Figure 1 shows-the organizational chari, for KECOMB.

KECOMB is composed of the 'Executive Director,of.the Council on
Public'Highet Education and-the presidents of the participating in-
stitutions or their designates. The chairman of KECOMB,is elected by
its Members, KECOMB.is scheduled to,meet at leait four regular meetings
each year, and the chairman it responsible for presentinganannual
report to the Council on Public Higher Education within gne month after
tbevconclusion of each fiscal year.

for the prbper operation f KECNET. As the executive body of KECNET,
The basic function oCECOMBIeleals with the establishment of policies

KECOMB is responsible for the conduct of relevant interagency business.
.,The'autcinomy in program determination and diversity of the universities
must scrupulously observed and maintained.

tiir

0
The function of the Commialle.of Computer Center Directors is to

advisei ECOMB'on technical matiMs. Participating members are thus .users,'
eesour-e suppliers, and those providing coordination. The membQrship of
the- oMputer Center Directors are net appointed by KECOMB. This com-
mittee bolds meetings at least four times a yehr. The chairman, elected
by qte Members, is required to submit a report to kECOMS,annually in the
month of July.

The University Users Group consists of at least two members from
each, of theeight universities, representing both'aclademic and adminis-
trative computing. There is no preset,limit on the number of members.
The gunction'of this.group includes, but is not limited to,-. applications
software coordination, Computer assisted instruction exchange, and the
conduct of applications workshops.

KECNET is the administrative body responsible for tile day -to -day
toperation of the network: It.has a manager, appointed by KECOMB, and
at least two professional staff members. KECNET is the supplier of data
transmission service and communications facility service. The coordina-

4 4
tor as responsible forthe development and maintenance of a comprehensive
users! mad-1ml for the KECNET,- administers the fund pool provided by the '

(Collficil on Public Higher Education,, and serves as a clearing house for
inter-university accounts (cross-charges):'Tho responsibility for the
operating budget of KECNET is that of the Council on Public Higher
Nucation and not of the universities.

4

It should.be emphasized that the organizational and management
scheme has as its focus the provision of computing services and not the
management of academic or administilativeprograms supported by these
services.' . ,

. '

A

e
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CONCLUSION

As is evidenced by the foregoing, the Kentucky plan is highly user.
oriented. The plan was developed to.provide three major componentS: (1) .

comRuting servicep, (2) communication facilities, and (3) conpulting
Services. The assumptions, pokicy recommendations and_organization are
directed toward responding to the user's needs. "Direction and decision`
are now concentrated at the executive level through the involvement.of
the Presidents on the KECOMB.

, r
At present KECNET consists of twb supplier.nodRs. The desipt is

modular in concept to aklow grbwth from a modest. two-node slid: to
large complex network of interacting nodes which supply a myriad of
services. Efforts are currently directed more toward the development,of
communication facilities -to provide the most efficient access to all iii

ptiiutions. '

4°
In developing4the Five-Year Plan, attention was directed to thoge

a

netwbrks which Appear vibe successful,
.

They have 'a degree of commonality in their approach: (1) sensitivity

to the.userpopulation, (2) ,location of the ptecessing centers, (3) avail;

: ability of adequate communication systems, and. (4) a demonstrated economy
of scale over other methods ofsupply of computing services. The emphasis
must be on services rather than hardware. A superior plan for educating
the user is perhaps the criticai-element of success and encOmpasses more
than the individual at the remote terminal. In essence, it includes
various levels of training for all members of the organization involved
at the user site. The need for'balance betwav supply of and demand for
computer services is omnipresent-and must be addressed through well thought
out policies and piloceduresi

44.

The existence of various manufacturers'.computing equipmentrOcated:
on t 'he campuses at the time the network was considered caused the plan to
be of a heterogeneous.nature.zwith.tegard to equipment,. Perhaps the major
benefits ta.be derived from the networking arrangement transcend ' the -

. actual hardware,aspectS and are to bedound in the stimulation associated
with the sharing of expertise amonethe users of,the service ".

.

A

While the Kentucky EducationalComputing Network is reptiVely new;

ir,
it appears to have'gained from the experiences of the older netWorkt and
is designed to. bb highly user oriented with built-in mechanisms to assure
sensitivity tOthe needs of the ultimate consumer of the computing ser-
-. .

vi,ces. Time may require drastiC change to the network concepts; however,
change canrbe accommodated due, to the high degree of flexibility inCor-

por ed o the design, of the sgStem. - .-
..-

, _* t, -;-- ,

--' .

iI is the prediction:of those involved,,that networking offers a ,

.greater potentialjtothe-delivery of computing services to a larger .

ConstituoneY.thah" any current alternative available.
i

.1 .
.

.. .
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